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We envisage that in 2020 Statistics Denmark is 
transformed into a ”generator of data and 
knowledge”, which is strongly oriented toward our 
external stakeholders and which contributes to a 
strengthened understanding of socio-economic 
phenomena. 

Vision
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Staffing and budget
Employees: 
573 man-years

Budget: Of this own income:
DKK 417 m. DKK 162 m.
Euro 56 m. Euro 22 m.

(Budget, 2016)
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Co-financing from
ministries and Eurostat
for specific statistics

Sales revenue

Budget appropriation

67 %

15 %

18 %



�Small in number of persons,…

�covers a large share of statistics 
produced, …

�which is feasible only because of 
access to register data.

Statistics Denmark is…
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� Board:
• Chaired by DG
• Decides work programme and prioritises budget
• Decisions on data collection, data protection and other issues of strategic nature

� Minister/ministry:
• Budget responsibility
• Strategic HR policy 
• Appoints members of the Board; suggests DG to head of state after consultation with Board
• Agrees annual contractual objectives with DG

� DG:
• Professional responsibiliity for statistics and service activity
• Responsible for communication and dissemination
• International co-operation
• Responsible for budget, organisation, data security etc.

• EU and Danish legislation
• Legal mandates concerning statistics, their production and data protection

Governance
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Organisation
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Social Statistics

Niels Ploug

Population and Education

Labour Market

Personal Finances and

Welfare

Research Services

Business Statistics

Søren S. Andersen

Business Dynamics

Short Term Statistics

Food Industries

Business  Data Collection 

and Registers

Economic Statistics

Kirsten Wismer

National Accounts

Government Finances

Prices and Consumption

External Economy

Economic Models

User Services

Torben Søboorg

Personnel

Finance and Service

IT

Communication

and Sales
Carsten Zangenberg

Customer Centre

SD Survey

International Consulting

Communication

Methodology and Analysis

The Board
Ministry of Social 

Affairs and the Interior

National Statistician

Jørgen Elmeskov

User Committees
The Board for the Economic Model ADAM

Management Office



� Dates back to 1966

� Structure
� Purpose of Statistics Denmark

� Organizational setup
- Independent institution

- DG decides on all  professional matters regarding Statistic Denmark

- DG is chair of the Board

� Mandate for data collection
- The Board decides on statistics that are not defined by EU or national 

legislation

- The Boards decides on access to registers used for new statistics

- The Board decides about data collection from businesses

- Only on the areas of interest in 1966

- Penalties if fail to furnish the information requested

Act on Statistics Denmark
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� § 6 is central for our access to administrative 
data

“Within the framework of the work program adopted by the 
Board, public authorities and institutions shall supply such 
information as they possess when called upon to do so by 
Statistics Denmark.”

� Non-delivery - Penalties for private companies, 
but not for public institutions

Act on Statistics Denmark
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� Public Administrations Act
� Statistical data must only be used for statistical or scientific 

purposes
� Statistical data can be transmitted to other institutions but 

only for statistical or scientific purposes

� Public Information Act
� The public has no right of access to statistical data 

� Act on Processing of Personal Data
� Implementation of an EU Directive
� Statistical data must only be used for statistical or scientific 

purposes – not e.g. administrative or control purposes
� The registered persons has no rights regarding statistical 

records

Other relevant legislation
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� Preparing new act
� Introducing ‘official statistics’:

� Produced by public institutions
� Comply with ‘Guidelines for official statistics’
� Voluntary mechanism
� Monitored by Statistics Denmark

� Implementing EU Regulation on European Statistics
� Extension of the NSI’s responsibility for European statistics
� The independence of the NSI
� Increased access to the use of administrative records

� More flexiblitity access to ask for information, potentially 
også for Big Data

� The new act is expected in 2017

New act on official statistics
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Complex network embracing:

� many actors

� many levels

International forums of cooperation:
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UN

ECE

OECD/IMF/ILO

EU/EØS

NSI



i. Binding cooperation

ii. A fixed decision-making procedure 
� at EU level

� nationally

iii. Intensified cooperation

� a substantially expanded statistical cooperation – with respect to breadth as well as
depth

� the pace of development in the cooperation is atypical from other international
cooperative forums

iv. Increased use of statistics in policymaking

� statistics are to a higher extent use in the planning, implementation and monitoring of EU
policies

In a number of areas, the EU cooperation distinguishes 
itself from other international cooperative forums:
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� United Nations' Fundamental Principles of Official 
Statistics

� European Statistics Code of Practice:
� 2.2: The statistical authorities are allowed by law to use 

administrative data for statistical purposes.
� 8.7: Statistical authorities are involved in the design of 

administrative data in order to make administrative data more 
suitable for statistical purposes.

� 8.8: Agreements are made with owners of administrative data 
which set out their shared commitment to the use of these data for 
statistical purposes.

� 9.4: Administrative sources are used whenever possible to avoid 
duplicating requests for information.

� 10.3: Proactive efforts are made to improve the statistical potential 
of administrative data and to limit recourse to direct surveys.

Fundamental principles
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� European frame:
� European statistics Code of Practice (CoP)
� ESS Quality Assurance Framework (QAF)
� Peer Reviews

� Local frame
� Quality awareness in dissemination of statistics

- Documentation of statistics
- Other metadata
- User involvement

� Quality awareness in the production of statistics
- EU cooperation
- Guidance from the methods department
- Extensive use of administrative registers
- Quality audits

Quality framework
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Responsibilities - organisation
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Subject matter departments

• Responsible for process and output
• Follow guidelines and advise

Committee for Quality, Metadata and Statistical Methods

• Strategy
• Principles
• Decided plans

WG on Metadata

• Guidelines
• Tools
• Courses
• Help and advise

WG on Quality

• Quality coordinator
• Guidelines
• Tools
• Help and advise
• Quality control of DS
• Quality audits

WG on Methods

• Guidelines
• Tools
• Courses
• Help and advise



� Obligatory for public institutions to have guidelines

� Statistics Denmark’s Data Confidentiality Policy sets 
out guidelines:

� What is confidential information

� Who may have access to this information

� How may confidential information be used

� How do we handle specific situations e.g. in relation to the 
use of our statistical data for statistics and analysis by other 
governmental organizations

Data Confidentiality Policy of 
Statistics Denmark
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� No clear definition
� All data that should not be out in the public

� Almost all statistical information is confidential
� Both directly and in-directly identifiable data
� No confidential data can be derived from published 

statistics
� No new information about individuals from statistical 

tables
� Confidentialisation:

- Grouped
- Deleted (…)
- Otherwise obscured

Handling of confidential data
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� Act on Processing of Personal Data

� Processing of confidential data shall be notified to the 
Data Protection Agency

� Only specific members of the staff of Statistics Denmark 
has access and only when professionally justified

� Access to confidential data is revised biannually 

� All access to confidential data is logged

� All employees sign an obligation to professional secrecy

� De-identified micro data can be accessed on-line by 
researchers in Statistics Denmark

Handling of confidential data
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Cooperation with the ministries and 
agencies – different aspects

Formal cooperation
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Non-formal 
cooperation

Data exchange and data collection

Potentially conflicting interestsPotentially conflicting interestsPotentially conflicting interestsPotentially conflicting interests



Formal cooperation –
contractual obligations

1. Co-financing of the statistical 
production of data

1. For us to be able to produce our 
sequential register 

2. For them to be able to access these 
data
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2. Specific contracts for certain new data 
collections – examples 
1. Expanded collection of data from the 

universities
2. Expanded data collection concerning 

children with special needs



Non formal 
cooperation
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Visits to all 
relevant offices in 
the ministries

Seminars 
regarding 
quality

Regular meeting 
activities –
presenting new 
initiatives for all 
interested

Visits to 
institutions 
producing micro 
data (e.g. 
universities)

1) Faster  data production
2) New publications
3) A new common 

classification based on 
international standards

4) More insight and 
information about the 
production process



� How to address budget constraints and spending 
pressures/needs?

� How to cope with more demands on exchange of data 
between NSOs and other governmental institutions –
cooperate or ‘closed’ approach?

� How to ensure NSOs’ coordinating role in production of 
official statistics acknowledged by other governmental 
institutions?

Leading questions – set-up
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